
A Verse of Prose(1)

My spirit is prolific,
My mind is productive,
The combination is synchronized and ever-so constructive.
I did not chose to write,
But it chose me.
It imprisoned me, body and soul, never to be set free. 
Working day and night,
I became its slave.
Sometimes I loathe it for Time it takes, sometimes I love it for Success it gave.
Storming into my mind are thoughts,
The thoughts are aligned.
But even so .. the purpose and point puzzle my mind.

The question here is not what to write,
But how I as a writer should write?

Should I write as a watchman, or should I as a friend?
Should I warn mankind, or make him laugh ’till the end?
Others around me consume while I construct,
Perhaps it is better that I instruct.
Reading warnings might not be what one desires,
But for a better life, it is something one requires.
However, serious writings scare this generation away,
The wise would remain, but the fleeing fool is whom I wish would stay.
Perhaps my prose should be dipped in humor –
Attracting by laughter –
That’s how Dickinson and Hurston reigned(2).
After all, fools read only to be entertained.

(1) “Verse of Prose”: Written by Yousef A. Mustafa in Kuwait, 2010. A complaint about the bad-timing of which creative  
ideas flow, and whether to make them educational or entertaining. It consists of two segments and a couplet in the middle  
which serves as a transition. Both segments contain 12 lines. However, while the first segment’s rhyme scheme is: x a a x  
b b x c c x d d (whereas x is rhymeless), the second segment’s rhyme scheme is: e e f f g g h h i i j j.
(2) “Dickinson and Hurston reigned”: Emily Dickinson wrote poetry, while Zora Neale Hurston wrote prose, both of which  
exposed their society’s dysfunctions through their writings. They dealt with serious matters while using humor to grab the  
reader's attention. The word “reigned” shows how much the poet is inspired by his two idols.


